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Life to the Fullest — Higher Capacity POC
FreeStyle™ 5 is a new, full-capacity portable oxygen
concentrator (POC) from AirSep — the world’s expert in
oxygen generating technology.
The FreeStyle 5 POC offers 5 pulse setting options,
which ensure that even your more challenging
ambulatory O2 patients can exercise and have access to
the oxygen they need — all in a lightweight, compact,
portable unit.
FreeStyle 5 is an attractive, contemporary, non medicallooking device whose pulse-flow delivery enables
higher-flow patients to be as active as possible. It’s the
lightest POC in its class.
Easy to Use, Easy to Operate
The FreeStyle 5 concentrator is easy to use and easy
to operate. This model provides patients with all the
advantages of the standard FreeStyle unit, including
proven reliability and durability in a slightly larger
platform for greater capacity. In fact, FreeStyle 5 is the
lightest higher-capacity POC on the market at 6.2 lbs
(2.8 kg).

This option can be marketed to patients, affording
them the ability to maximize duration time on FreeStyle
5 for those occasions when AC or DC power is not
readily available.
Air Travel with FreeStyle 5
Like all AirSep POCs, FreeStyle 5 is also FAA-approved*
for air travel, and is perfect for onboard, in-flight use or
during layovers between destinations.

Multiple Power Options
FreeStyle 5 can be conveniently used and recharged
simultaneously through a universal AC/DC power
supply. This allows a patient to depend on the flexibility
of what FreeStyle 5 offers, whenever and wherever the
oxygen unit is used.
A lightweight AirBelt™ accessory, which was designed
to be conveniently worn around the waist, ensures that
extended battery time between recharges is possible.

Digital Keypad/
Alarm Display

Full 5 LPM equivalency for FreeStyle 5

*for US-based airlines or those
departing from or landing in the US.
AirSep advises to consult directly with
international carriers for up-to-date
regulations on POCs.

SPECIFICATIONS
Oxygen
Concentration*:

90% oxygen +5.5/-3% with 1-5 pulse
settings; equivalent to continuous flow

Dimensions:

10.7 in. H x 6.6 in. W x 4.4 in. D
(27.2 cm H x 16.8 cm W x 11.2 cm D)

Weight:

6.2 lb (2.8 kg); 1.8 lb (.8 kg) optional AirBelt

Power:
AC Power:
DC Power:

100-240 VAC, 50-60 Hz, 2 amps
12-24 VDC, 15 amps max
Rechargeable, lithium battery

Battery Duration: 5 setting - 1 hour
4 setting - 1.25 hours
3 setting - 1.5 hours
2 setting - 2 hours
1 setting - 3 hours
Optional AirBelt:
when combined with
the internal battery

Battery
Recharge Time:
Optional AirBelt:
Battery
Cycle Life:

5 setting - 2.5 hours
4 setting - 3 hours
3 setting - 3.5 hours
2 setting - 4.5 hours
1 setting - 7 hours
3.25 hours
3 hours

ORDERING INFORMATION
Additional accessories and power cord/voltage options
available.
AS077-1
Complete unit with US-style power cord
AS077-2
Complete unit with European-style power cord
AS077-3
Complete unit with Australian-style power cord
AS077-4
Complete unit with UK-style power cord
BT017-1
BT017-2
BT017-3
BT017-4

AirBelt with battery; universal power supply with
US-style power cord
AirBelt with battery; universal power supply with
European-style power cord
AirBelt with battery; universal power supply with
Australian-style power cord
AirBelt with battery; universal power supply with
UK-style power cord

Approximately 300 cycles, then 		
80% capacity or below

Warm-up Time:

2 minutes

Audible
Alarms and
Visual
Indicators:

Start-up
Pulse flow
Cannula disconnect
Low battery
Battery charge state
General malfunction

Altitude:

Up to 12,000 ft (3,657.6 m)
(Higher altitudes may affect performance.)

*Based on an atmospheric pressure of 14.7 psia (101 kPa) at 70° F (21 °C).
Note: Specifications subject to change without notice.

WARRANTY
FreeStyle 5 carries a three-year parts warranty. The internal
battery, as well as AirBelt, is covered with a one-year warranty.
INTERNATIONAL APPROVALS

CE 0459
AirSep Corp. is ISO 9001:2008 and ISO 13485:2003-certified.
MK259-1 	

AirSep Corporation
Medical Products Division
401 Creekside Drive
Buffalo, NY 14228-2085 USA
Tel: 716.691.0202
Fax: 716.691.4141
E-mail: mpd@airsep.com
Internet: www.airsep.com
Copyright 2012, AirSep Corporation.
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